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Abstract 

In Recent cloud  Computing, the reason for a Security Policy is to guarantee 

individuals and information, set tenets for anticipated conduct by clients, limit 

dangers and help to pursue consistence with control. This theory proposes a 

Methodology that can be embraced for the enhancement of a Cloud Security 

Policy, in regard to data security. Unequivocally revolved around the model of 

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), this proposition is planned to fill in as a 

Framework for associations, clients, Cloud Providers and give a benchmark to 

the Security Policy of Cloud Computing. We address the security prerequisites 

that are express to Cloud Environment, feature how these necessities connect 

to our Cloud Security Policy and propose, the measures and the relating 

security arrangements. This paper proposed to energy aware task scheduling 

utilizing hybrid firefly BAT and Set Homomorphic confirmation of data 

possession scheme in big data cloud storage applications. 

Keywords: Energy Aware, Scheduling, Big Data, Cloud Storage, Hybrid, 

Firefly. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, the world is very dynamic with online life data and the exponential 

advancement with data recently presented. The data advancement challenges of 

forefront organizations, for example, Google, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. The 

investigative portrayals for Hadoop with MapReduce remaining tasks at hand that 

development a little fragment of the whole data set. The abilities of the MapReduce 

show under significant remaining tasks at hand that system exponentially steady data 

measure. Apache conveyed Hadoop open source with a Java programming stage to 

help a vast volume of data preparing in a disseminated domain. Hadoop is 
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significantly blamed tolerant with a great deal of data sets. Hadoop has name node, 

data node and undertaking tracker perform work execution to the same number of 

quantities of nodes choose the bunch. The internet based life and its applications are 

relied upon to rehearse the huge data of data competently on standard uses data. A 

capable system to classify the gigantic data from depleting email firefly with an 

artless Bayes classifier. The Proposed technique is included two stages, MapReduce 

structure first stage for preparing and second stage for testing. Basically, the 

information Twitter records are given to the development to choose the suitable 

element for data gathering. The conventional firefly calculation is connected, and the 

enhanced component space is acknowledged for the best fitting results. Big Data with 

Scheduling transforms into a functioning examination region and a great deal of 

research continuous in various planning with enhancement of the data. Hadoop 

system exceptionally widespread and most used structures in a scattered data 

preparing. Diverse planning calculations of the MapReduce demonstrate using 

Hadoop fluctuate with structure and conduct and are used for taking care of various 

issues like data region, care with asset, vitality and time. Hadoop instruments subject 

to a MapReduce show conveys viable handling of Big Data. Hadoop schedulers are 

unsafe components for giving wanted execution levels. A scheduler designates 

MapReduce errands to assets accessible in the Hadoop bunch. The execution of 

Hadoop booking plans FIFO and Fair sharing are contrasted and the Classification 

and Optimization based Scheduler for Heterogeneous Hadoop scheduler. A hybrid 

technique is displayed, which pick appropriate planning calculations for open and 

heterogeneous Hadoop systems with the quantity of asked for businesses with 

accessible assets.  

The CSA reports that data cracks and data misfortunes are top basic dangers to cloud 

security. That is, because of the dynamic idea of cloud foundations, cloud clients have 

no mean to check how things are kept up. The CSA displayed the Cloud Transparency 

(CT) idea, where cloud clients request and get information about the components of 

straightforwardness as connected to cloud specialist communities. Guaranteed of such 

proof, cloud clients wind up charmed to redistribute continuously touchy and 

significant business capacities to the cloud, and get considerably bigger payoffs. For 

example, cloud clients are given an approach to find essential snippets of information 

concerning the consistence, security, protection, uprightness, and operational security 

history of administration components being performed in the cloud. To this 

perspective, and with huge cloud storage disappointments that have turned out to be 

known, it is imperative to consider remote testing of data rightness as a fundamental 

enhancement to legally restricting affirmation and administration level details. This 

stress is especially vital with inconsistently gotten to data. For instance, Face-book 

shops more than 240 billion photographs, with clients transferring an extra 350 

million new photographs each and consistently. Nevertheless, as detailed by the US 

IDC, redistributed data are commonly less gotten to following 91 days. Furthermore, 

these data are additionally once in a while adjusted after 4 months [hSIHA]. A couple 

of methodologies might be received by suppliers, to decrease storage cost while 

securing their notoriety. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 

Preeti Barrow, Runni Kumari, Prof. Manjula R (2016) proposed the security 

issues explicit to service conveyance model (SaaS, IaaS and PaaS) of cloud 

environment the various security solutions as of now being applied to shield cloud 

from various kinds of gatecrashers. Software as a Service model spotlights on giving 

business operations over a network as a service. It helps in lessening the effort of 

installation and maintenance of complex software, as one can essentially get it from 

the Internet. Furthermore, it liberates the user from intricate programming and 

hardware management. SaaS applications can be named as web-based or hosted 

software. Platform as a Service model spotlights on giving platform and environment 

to the clients for creating services and applications utilizing Internet. In the hierarchy 

architecture of service conveyance model PaaS takes the center layer, with SaaS layer 

above and IaaS layer underneath. The clients can ask for tweaked platform from the 

suppliers according to their prerequisites and pay according to the usage. 

Infrastructure as a Service model aims at giving virtual infrastructure to instance 

servers, network, RAM etc. as a service to the cloud purchasers. Meenakshi Pawar , 

Sukhwinder Sharmar  and Puneet Mittal (2014) proposed framework for designing 

the confided in data security platform for the cloud computing system. Data put away 

in third party storage systems like the cloud might not be secure since confidentiality 

and integrity of data are not guaranteed. Security mechanism of cloud service 

suppliers in to three layers. The layered approach is utilized to increase the data 

security while keeping the computational necessities low.. GAWALI M. B. , R. B. 

WAGH & S. P. PATIL (2012) proposed several Cloud Computing system suppliers 

about their concerns on security and privacy issues. The presentation layer gives an 

interface to clients to access the portal application. This layer consists of the 

accompanying elements: Web Forms: The primary web form is the Default.aspx. This 

page is the section point to the portal. It is responsible for loading the other elements 

of the presentation layer. Skins: The Default.aspx web form loads the skin for the 

page based on the settings for each page or portal. Containers: The Default.aspx web 

form also loads the containers for the modules based on the settings for each module, 

page, and portal. Module User Controls: Modules will have at least a solitary user 

control that is the user interface for the module. The business rationale layer gives the 

business rationale to all center portal activity. Monjur Ahmed and Mohammad 

Ashraf Hossain (2014) proposed the cloud computing concepts as well as security 

issues inherent within the context of cloud computing and cloud infrastructure. As 

cloud computing normally means utilizing public networks and accordingly putting 

the transmitting data presented to the world, digital attacks in any form are anticipated 

for cloud computing. The current contemporary cloud based services have been found 

to experience the ill effects of vulnerability issues with the presence of conceivable 

security loopholes that could be misused by an attacker. Security and privacy both are 

concerns in cloud computing because of the nature of such computing approach. The 

approach by which cloud computing is done has made it prone to both information 

security and network security issues. Third party relationship might develop as a risk 

for cloud environment along with other security threats inherent in infrastructural and 

virtual machine aspects. Sonam Chugh, Sateesh Kumar Peddoju (2012) proposed 
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the issue by proposing a framework that secures the archives utilizing hybrid cloud 

infrastructure with which the data security threat in Cloud technology can be 

fathomed. Putting away data on cloud can lead to leakage of delicate information 

because of application and cloud vulnerabilities. In the proposed work, the concept of 

hybrid cloud infrastructure (for example combination of public and private cloud) is 

utilized with cryptographic approach so as to give a secure and vigorous solution for 

anchoring the files on cloud yet maintains the confidentiality of data from CSP and 

auditing the representatives. Confidential files can be encoded and uploaded on cloud 

from managed client. A managed client is a PC or a gadget that has software required 

to encode the file and communicate with internal cloud. 

 

PROPOSED WORK 

1. Energy Aware Task Scheduling using Hybrid Firefly BAT (HFABAT) in Big 

Data 

In task scheduling, based on the optimization technique we optimally select the 

available resource. The optimization is done with the help of hybrid technique 

utilizing firefly algorithm (FA) with BAT algorithm. We select the optimal resource, 

from the available outcome, we allocate the task in the corresponding resource with 

least expense. The detailed description of firefly algorithm (FA) and BAT algorithm 

is explained beneath, 

 

Proposed Algorithm FA with BAT (HFABAT)  

01: Input the data, number no of nodes, data size  

02: Initialize the task tracker data node and name node  

03: Repeat for every new task  

04: Initial population of fireflies: P  

Objective function of f (P),  

Then move Firefly x towards Firefly y  

Attractiveness varies with distance r via  

Calculate new solutions and update light Intensity  

Check the ranges of the given solutions  

Update them as appropriate  

Rank the fireflies  

Find the current best  

Find the firefly with the highest light intensity  
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05: Allocate a fitness value to each task  

Choose the best and most fitting task  

06: Evaluation of the solutions  

07: Loop  

08: Evaluation  

09: Until (the termination criteria is not satisfied)  

10: Results estimate  

11: End 

 

2. Set Homomorphic Possession Scheme in Cloud Storage Applications 

Set Homomorphic Possession Scheme Presents three partaking elements: the client, 

the approved client and the cloud specialist organization. The client has an 

accumulation of data records set away on cloud servers after the pre-handling 

methodology. The client, sharing the set away data record with the client, may ask for 

the cloud storage server to give a proof of ownership. To continue drive 

disappointments, each datum archive is secured with overabundance, in light of n-

square deletion coding calculation. It is, at that point, put across over l circles. Thus, 

each re-appropriated data archive is isolated into squares, and each square B into q 

subblocks, where q is a framework parameter. Each subblock is spoken to by a 

solitary component of the multiplicative gathering G2. Our single data impede 

conspire is made of five randomized calculations, based on two stages. Amid the main 

stage, the framework instatement systems are executed. This stage is performed once 

when the report is transferred on the cloud. A slight distinction among SHoPS and 

customary verification plans is that the age of the ownership proof works on sets of 

data discourages in 2M, rather than working in data hinders in M. Our decision is 

chiefly awakened by verifications' legitimacy, pliability concerns and vitality 

proficiency while applying proof collection, as portrayed.  

For example, misusing the storage and preparing capacities of the securing nodes, 

SHoPS spares vitality inside the CSP by circulating the calculation over the diverse 

nodes. Actually, every node gives confirmations of nearby data square sets. This is to 

make appropriate, an ensuing proof over arrangements of data squares, satisfying a 

couple of necessities, for example, proofs total. Supporting the general population 

unquestionable status, SHoPS allows an execution of remote data checking at the 

three systems administration interfaces, to be explicit, the client-CSP interface, the 

CSP-securing nodes interface and between two CSPs interface. This guarantees the 

adaptability of SHoPS application and engages satisfying each verifier ask. This 

verifier can be:  

 

 A data proprietor, or an approved verifier, testing his specialist center for a 

data ownership verification. The confirmation conglomeration, exhibited by 
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the association of a couple of data squares proofs, is a captivating element, as 

it allows a novel check for each record and guarantees vitality proficiency at 

the client side.  

 A CSP entryway testing the securing nodes. As the activities on confirmation' 

sets are not confined to the accumulation of confirmations, the intersection 

point is essential to perceive byzantine disappointments at the securing nodes.  

 A CSP testing another CSP, on account of interleaved clouds. The CSP may 

ask the facilitating cloud to give an accumulated verification or the 

intersection point between two history log reports of complex exchange 

systems. What's more, the subset administrator may interest the CSP verifier 

to check the rightness of repeated data facilitated on remote servers. For 

instance, assume that a CSP re-appropriated a list A made out of two data 

reports F1 and F2, while safeguarding a duplicate of F2 in its nearby securing 

nodes. This CSP may check the accuracy of A n F2. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Energy Aware Task Scheduling using Hybrid Firefly BAT (FFABAT) in Big 

Data 

  

Figure 1: Comparison chart of 

Computation time 

Figure 2: Comparison chart of 

redundancy 

  

Figure 3: Comparison chart of probability Figure 4: Comparison chart of 

Classification acccuracy 
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The comparison chart of computation time is shows the current and proposed method 

values. No of nodes in x axis and time(M.Sec) in y axis. Proposed method shows the 

better results than the current method. Existing 1 values are 75 to 92.6 existing 2 

values are 55 to 72 existing 3 values are 67 to 81. Proposed method values are 33 to 

50.76. The comparison chart of redundancy is shows the current and proposed method 

values. No of nodes in  x axis and redundancy ratio in y axis. Proposed method shows 

the better results than the current method. Existing 1 values are 33 to 50.76 existing 2 

values are 55 to 72 existing 3 values are 39 to 58. Proposed method values are 83 to 

93.6. The comparison chart of probability is shows the current and proposed method 

values. No of nodes  in x axis and probability ratio in y axis. Proposed method shows 

the better results than the current method. Existing 1 values are 0.682 to 0.75 existing 

2 values are 0.73 to 81 existing 3 values are 0.41 to 0.59. Proposed method values are 

0.8 to 0.97. The comparison chart of classification accuracy is shows the current and 

proposed method values. No of nodes  in x axis and accuracy ratio in y axis. Proposed 

method shows the better results than the current method. Existing 1 values are 67.2 to 

75 existing 2 values are 57 to 69 existing 3 values are 69.5 to 72. Proposed method 

values are83 to 93.6. 

2. Experimental Results of Data Possession Scheme in Cloud Storage 

Applications 

  

Figure 5: Comparison chart of nodes 

identified 

Figure 6: Comparison chart of 

consistency 

  

Figure 7: Comparison chart of error 

reporting 

Figure 8: Comparison chart of 

throughput 
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The comparison chart of nodes distinguished shows the values of existing and 

proposed method. The proposed method values are better than the current method. No 

of nodes  in x axis and recognized ratio in y axis. Existing 1 value are 8 to 47 existing 

2 values are 7 to 35 existing 3 values are 3 to 29 and proposed method values are 10 

to 50. The comparison chart of consistency shows the values of existing and proposed 

method. The proposed method values are better than the current method. No of nodes 

in x  axis and consistency ratio in y axis. Existing 1 value are 5 to 31 existing 2 values 

are 11 to 81 existing 3 values are 6 to 63 and proposed method values are 19 to 97. 

The comparison chart of error  revealing shows the values of existing and proposed 

method. The proposed method values are better than the current method. No  of nodes 

in x axis and revealing ratio in y axis. Existing 1 values are 7 to 31 existing 2 values 

are 15 to 46 existing 3 values are 19 to 50 and proposed method values are 27 to 54. 

The comparison chart of throughput ratio shows the values of existing and proposed 

method. The proposed method values are better than the current method. No of nodes 

in x axis and throughput ratio in y axis. Existing 1 values are 20 to 259 existing 2 

values are 65 to 470 existing 3 values are 30 to 440 and proposed method values are 

88 to 490. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A tale model fit for working on Big Data in the system of MapReduce. From the get 

go, errands were organized trailed by making the system of MapReduce in Hadoop. 

Amid the time of mapping, there is an ideal choice of the asset including FA and GA. 

At last, amid the time of the reducer towards the nearby, ideal asset booking of 

assignments was done and after that considered for storage in the cloud. The proposed 

work can be assessed for its execution on the measurements of throughput and 

utilization of vitality. FA in seclusion and in mix with GA is used for calculation of 

data measure, time taken for execution, utilization of vitality and execution. The 

results got from using FA and those from the hybrid algorithm of FA with DA were 

analyzed. Work of hybrid algorithm achieved enhancement of vitality. we presented 

SHoPS, a Set-Homomorphic Proof of Data Possession conspire, supporting the 3 

dimensions of data check. SHoPS engages a verifier not solely to get a proof of 

ownership from the remote server, yet additionally to check that a given data record is 

scattered over various storage gadgets to accomplish a particular wanted dimension of 

adaptation to internal failure. Without an uncertainty, we displayed the set 

homomorphism property, which stretches out malleability to set activities properties, 

for example, association, crossing point and consideration. Also, our proposition is 

deliberately planned to help open unquestionable status and consistent 

correspondence and storage cost. That is, SHoPS allows an execution of remote data 

checking at the three systems administration interfaces, in particular, the client-CSP 

between face, the CSP-securing nodes interface and between two CSPs interface. 
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